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Our ref: 16856421

  

25 January 2021
 
dennis fallon
 ??? 
 
 
Account reference:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx 
Environmental Information Regulations 2004
Freedom of Information Act 2000
 
Dear Dennis Fallon
 
I am pleased to provide some of the information you have requested. I have 
detailed below the information.
 
Request 

“I am a Council Taxpayer within your remit and have received appallingly 
bad service from the refuse collection team which allegedly serves our 
area.Our last recycling bin and paper waste,including everyone on one 
side of our road only,was not collected on the due day on 23rd July but 
has been finally collected today 6th August.Of course this is annoying,but 
perhaps understandable if there are logistics issues so I didn`t 
complain,however I have had two serious issues with the household 
waste collection.The first issue is that,last week on 30th July, a big 
intimidating fellow with attitude problems refused to take my half empty 
bin because I had put 3 pieces of chipboard about 12 inchs square on top 
of my small black bag within the wheelie bin.On observing this 
miscollection I wheeled the bin down the pavement after him and asked 
him what was the problem,he said he was rejecting the bin because the 
rubbish was contaminated with wood.I said chipboard wasn`t really wood 
or recyclable,and he argued back by involving a member of the public 
standing on their doorstep and saying "chipboard isn`t wood,is it luv?"or 
words very much to that effect.Being a respectful and civilized person I 
didn`t argue in front of everyone,I just wheeled the bin home.To-day,6th 
August 2020, I put my bin out, obviously full with 2 weeks worth of waste 
in but with the lid still down, and stood on my doorstep to see that it was 
taken.The same big fellow as the previous week came along,lifted the 
lid,and walked away as if to leave it.I quickly approached him and 
said"what`s wrong now?"and he said he was not taking it because there 
was 3 small pieces of clear perspex on top of the contents,so it was 
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[bookmark: 2]contaminated with recyclables.I said perspex was a hard plastic and not 
allowed in recyclable bin, and said he hadn`t put a refusal sticker on the 
bin, whereupon he went to the lorry a fetched a refusal tag.I said I thought 
he was being unreasonable,but he just walked away,and as he walked 
away he called back to his colleage"Oi,what is the number of that house I 
have just tagged?" 

FOI Q1.Based on my evidential statement,is it correct that the 3 small 
pieces of chipboard are classed by the Council as"wood"and therefore 
contaminate the waste and,if so,how am I supposed to dispose of this 
small ammount of waste in a reasonable manner? 
FOIQ2.Based on my evidential statement,is it correct that the 3 small 
pieces of hard clear perspex are classed as recyclable and,if so,why does 
your website say that it is not? 
FOIQ3.Based on my witness statement,if I feel that the big fellow with bad 
attitude is not a good representation of a Council employee and has 
indirectly made threats, causing me alarm and distress, by asking his 
assistant to confirm my house number, what is the procedure to have him 
reprimanded for causing intimidation and being disrespectful and not 
doing his job properly in unreasonably refusing to collect rubbish? 
FOIQ4.When are penalty charges applicable if a wheelie bin is left outside 
of a property and what is the penalty charge? 
FOI Q5.Reference the alleged corruption aspect,I suspect that the big 
fellow is creating additional costs and work for his fellow staff by 
encoraging callouts, please advise how many refused collections have 
been recorded in the past 12 calendar months to establish if a conspiracy 
is in effect.
FOIQ6.WIhat training or education do Waste Services Employees(WSE`S) 
see or receive in dealing with the public how often is the training 
repeated, does the Council make referrals available for Anger 
Management Courses or Councelling of any kind?
FOIQ7.As a separate attachment which can be printed off and shown to 
any bin man, please produce a spreadsheet,or pdf etc, with an item 
description in the first column,and in the second column an acceptability 
criteria in terms of quantity or other factor of unpleasantness or, if totally 
unacceptable, the alternative means of disposal for those who have no 
car.The spreadsheet should include all the items currently displayed on 
your website, and expand upon the unacceptably vague term `soiled 
paper`to include explain about wallpaper and various wrapping papers 
etc,and explain about why you can`t recycle drink glasses and what to do 
with broken sheets of glass,and examples of what items are classed as 
hard plastics,and what to do with plastic bowls and buckets, and 
damaged metal saucepans, metal coathangers,electrical items and 
lightbulbs, soiled nappies and waste meat and bones after religious 
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[bookmark: 3]festivals.I object to the Birmingham default option now being `over the 
fence`,especially with the encoragement of rats,but the people may not 
understand and this aspect is a failure of the council and the so called 
community leaders.
FOI Q8.Please advise the current annual salary,holiday entitlement,hours 
of work and job title of the 3 person crew of the standard household 
refuse lorry,the rate of overtime pay(if any),and for the past financial year 
the financial cost of running the waste management system in terms of 
salaries and overtime paid, and other costs including the purchase of 
vehicles.
End of FOI requests.” 
 
Response

“FOI Q1.Based on my evidential statement,is it correct that the 3 small 
pieces of chipboard are classed by the Council as"wood"and therefore 
contaminate the waste and,if so,how am I supposed to dispose of this 
small ammount of waste in a reasonable manner?” 

Environmental Information Regulations are requests for information held by a 
public authority.  As such, the above question is not a request for information 
held.  However, in the interest providing assistance to you, Birmingham City 
Council can confirm that chipboard is a wood product.  Wood and other building 
materials are not permitted in the residual waste stream.  Waste of this nature 
can be disposed of free of charge at the Household Recycling Centres (HRC).

There is also a paid for bulky waste collection service that will pick up items 
from the resident’s property. Full details of what can be collected and how to 
book are on the Council’s website:- 
www.birmingham.gov.uk/info/20009/waste_and_recycling/86/bulky_waste_colle
ctions

“FOIQ2.Based on my evidential statement,is it correct that the 3 small 
pieces of hard clear perspex are classed as recyclable and,if so,why does 
your website say that it is not?”

Environmental Information Regulations requests are requests for information 
held by a public authority.  As such, the above question is not a request for 
information held.  However, in the interest providing assistance to you, 
Birmingham City Council can confirm that perspex is not recyclable in 
Birmingham.
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[bookmark: 4]“FOIQ3.Based on my witness statement,if I feel that the big fellow with 
bad attitude is not a good representation of a Council employee and has 
indirectly made threats, causing me alarm and distress, by asking his 
assistant to confirm my house number, what is the procedure to have him 
reprimanded for causing intimidation and being disrespectful and not 
doing his job properly in unreasonably refusing to collect rubbish?” 

Birmingham City Council does hold the information you have requested but, 
under Section 21 of the Freedom of Information Act (FoIA), we are not required 
to provide information in response to a request if it is already reasonably 
accessible to you.  This response therefore acts as a refusal notice under 
Section 17 of the FoIA.

However, in the interest providing assistance to you, Birmingham City Council’s 
complaints procedure can be accessed online at:- 
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/complaints

“FOIQ4.When are penalty charges applicable if a wheelie bin is left 
outside of a property and what is the penalty charge?”

Birmingham City Council holds information relating to penalty charge levels but 
we consider that Regulation 6(1)(b) of the Environmental Information 
Regulations 2004 applies in that we are not obliged to reproduce information 
which is already in the public domain and easily accessible.

However, in the interest of providing assistance to you, the information can be 
obtained at:-
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/info/50021/committees/701/cmis_view_committ
ee_agendas_minutes_and_reports

The penalty charges are set out in the primary legislation under section 46 of 
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 which can be viewed at :-
www.legislation.gov.uk

“FOI Q5.Reference the alleged corruption aspect,I suspect that the big 
fellow is creating additional costs and work for his fellow staff by 
encoraging callouts, please advise how many refused collections have 
been recorded in the past 12 calendar months to establish if a conspiracy 
is in effect.” 

Birmingham City Council can confirm that this information is not held.  The 
mobile technology is not currently being used to record tagged residual or 
recycling bins.
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[bookmark: 5]“FOIQ6.WIhat training or education do Waste Services Employees(WSE`S) 
see or receive in dealing with the public how often is the training 
repeated, does the Council make referrals available for Anger 
Management Courses or Councelling of any kind?”

All employees receive an intensive induction which includes customer care, 
code of conduct, equalities, and the Council’s values and behaviours.  
Employees also attend full day courses on Dealing with Conflict and Wellbeing 
which is repeated on a rolling programme every 3-5 years.  In addition, 
employees are informed of the support, advice and counselling service that is 
available to all employees.  A manager can ask for an employee to re-attend 
the Dealing with Conflict training.

“FOIQ7.As a separate attachment which can be printed off and shown to 
any bin man, please produce a spreadsheet,or pdf etc, with an item 
description in the first column,and in the second column an acceptability 
criteria in terms of quantity or other factor of unpleasantness or, if totally 
unacceptable, the alternative means of disposal for those who have no 
car.The spreadsheet should include all the items currently displayed on 
your website, and expand upon the unacceptably vague term `soiled 
paper`to include explain about wallpaper and various wrapping papers 
etc,and explain about why you can`t recycle drink glasses and what to do 
with broken sheets of glass,and examples of what items are classed as 
hard plastics,and what to do with plastic bowls and buckets, and 
damaged metal saucepans, metal coathangers,electrical items and 
lightbulbs, soiled nappies and waste meat and bones after religious 
festivals.I object to the Birmingham default option now being `over the 
fence`,especially with the encoragement of rats,but the people may not 
understand and this aspect is a failure of the council and the so called 
community leaders.”

Environmental Information Regulations and Freedom of Information requests 
are requests for information held by a public authority.  As such, the above 
question is not a request for information held.

“FOI Q8.Please advise the current annual salary,holiday entitlement,hours 
of work and job title of the 3 person crew of the standard household 
refuse lorry,the rate of overtime pay(if any),and for the past financial year 
the financial cost of running the waste management system in terms of 
salaries and overtime paid, and other costs including the purchase of 
vehicles.”

The three person crew consists of the following:-
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[bookmark: 6]Job Title 

Annual Salary Range 

Weekly  Overtime 

(directly employed by 

Work 

Birmingham City Council)

Hours 

Driver 

£26999 to £33799 

36.5 

All overtime at plain time 

Waste Collection and 

£20344 to £26317 

36.5 

Monday Saturday time and a half 

Recycling Officer 

Sunday double time 

Loader 

£18065 to £19945

36.5 

Monday Saturday time and a half 
Sunday double time 

 

Overtime is paid once a 36.5 hour week has been completed.

Bank holidays are paid at double time.

Annual leave entitlement is based upon length of service as follows:-

Length of service 

Leave entitlement per leave year

Up to 5 years 

29 days (211.7 hours) 

Over 5 years 

32 days (233.6 hours) 

Over 10 years 

34 days (248.2 hours) 

The net cost of delivering the domestic refuse collection service in financial 
year 2019/20 was £18,566,723. This includes all waste streams such as 
residual, recycling, bulky and garden waste services.

Please quote the reference number 16856421 in any future communications.

If you are dissatisfied with the handling of your request, you have the right to 
ask for an internal review. Internal review requests should be submitted within 
40 working days from the date this authority issued its initial response to your 
original letter and should be addressed to:
 
Corporate Information Governance Team
PO Box 16366
Birmingham
B2 2YY
Email: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

If you are still dissatisfied with the Council’s response after the internal review 
you have a right of appeal to the Information Commissioner at:

The Information Commissioner's Office 

Website: www.ico.org.uk
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I will now close your request as of this date.
 
Yours sincerely
 

 
Information Governance Team
Neighbourhoods Directorate
Birmingham City Council

 
Re Use of Public Sector Information
Where Birmingham City Council is the copyright holder of any information that may be released, re-use for personal, 
educational or non-commercial purposes is permitted without further reference to the City Council. Where the re-use is 
for other purposes, such as commercial re-use, the applicant should notify the City Council in writing to seek approval or 
agree terms for re-use
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